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Abstract. In this paper, some harmony search algorithms have been proposed
for data mining with big data. Three areas of big data processing have been
studied to apply new metaheuristics. The first problem is related to MapReduce
architecture that can be supported by a team of harmony search agents in grid
infrastructure. The second dilemma involves development of harmony search in
preprocessing of data series before data mining. Moreover, harmony search as a
classification algorithm is studied as the third application. Finally, some outcomes for numerical experiments are submitted.
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Introduction

A goal of this paper is to describe an approach based on harmony search (an acronym
HS) for data mining with Big Data (BD). Although, there are several data mining
algorithms, including back-propagation neural networks or locally weighted linear
regression, we can extend these set to better support of parallelism in Big Data processing and to avoid some limitations of well-known machine learning procedures
like k-Means, or support vector machines [5].
We assume that data is usually gathered from multiple sources, which may be heterogeneous and spread geographically across the world. Also, the collected data may
be stored in distributed facilities. Data mining algorithms can be applied for largescale multimedia applications, in massive parallel way, to ensure higher capacity of
training. In fact, both logistic regression and Gaussian discriminant analysis can be
used concurrently for different parts of images to make decision for the whole pattern.
Similarly, naive Bayes or the independent variable analysis can be developed, simultaneously [12].
A motivation for this paper is fact that a quality of BD processing mainly depends
on services provided by some public cloud computing platforms. Especially,
BigQuery service that is delivered by Google Cloud can be applied to analyze data in
the cloud by SQL-like queries. A query for BD is usually performed for multiterabyte datasets in 1-2 seconds. This service is easy to use and it is scalable. In consequence, BD services provided by some public cloud computing platforms can offer
real-time insights about large-scale multimedia data [11].

MapReduce is a batch-oriented parallel cloud computing model and it can be applied to some machine learning algorithms because they regularly prerequisite to
probe through the training data. It needs exhaustive computing to entrance the largescale data recurrently. It is important that MapReduce has still got a certain advantage
in performance over some relational databases [16].
In this paper, related work is described in Section II. Then, MapReduce architecture is characterized in Section III. Next, Section IV presents some studies under intelligent agents in data mining. Genetic programming in data mining is discussed in
Section V. Moreover, some harmony search algorithms for data series are studied in
Section VI. We focus on time series during experiments. A description of parallelism
in big data is included in Section VII. Furthermore, harmony search for big data preprocessing and some outcomes for numerical experiments with harmony agents are
submitted in Section VIII.
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Related work

Main characteristics of dynamic data streams are continuity and unpredictability.
What is more, some crucial features are quickness and infinity, too. It is worth to
underline that above features of dynamic data streams can loss some valuable information. Data streams are extensively applied in medical testing, online trading, and
financial analysis. Chang, Bai, and Zhu proposed some parallel algorithms for mining
large-scale rich-media data that can be treated as the massive, multisource, and dynamic Big Data [13]. Some data mining methods have been extended from the singlesource knowledge discovery methods.
Moreover, Chen, Sivakumar and Kargupta studied collective mining of Bayesian
networks from distributed heterogeneous data [14]. Especially, they analyzed stream
data that are dynamic and the other approach for data mining should be applied. Similarly, Domingos and Hulten extended a mining method on high-speed data streams
that can be applied to visual information processing on large-scale [17].
Big Data are gathered from different sources. Due to some computer hardware
improvements, some new knowledge discovery algorithms can be developed for massive data. That is why, there has been constructed a logical framework for identifying
quality knowledge from different data sources. Besides, some data mining algorithms
have been studied for a multisource massive data.
Some crucial differences between multisource data withdrawal and single-source
knowledge mining are related to massive characteristics of multisource data. So, we
can distinguish some characteristics for heterogeneous and real-time data. Some characteristics of flow and a data stream require some knowledge mining algorithms. Recently, the theory of local pattern analysis has been introduced to avoid centralized
computing.
Banerjee and Agarwal studied collective behavior from blogs using swarm intelligence [7]. On the other hand, it has been proposed a paralleled big data algorithm
with MapReduce framework for mining data from Twitter [10]. MapReduce is adopted to parallelize the mining algorithm as well as to ensure scalability of knowledge

discovery system. A performance can rise despite growths in data set size. A performance ratio raises as the size of the dataset growths, and as the number of data nodes
rises. Several millions of active users of Twitter post over 140 million messages every
day and a big data set may contains billions of records. So, a new architecture to process the data mining algorithm is required [19].
On this background, harmony search can be applied for big data mining in different areas [6]. In this evolutionary-based metaheuristic, an optimization problem is
imitated as a melody performance procedure with searching for a good harmony. HS
models how an orchestra conductor or a music composer optimizes a melody performance to achieve good harmony music. Similarly to jazz improvisation when musicians seek a best harmony by artistic intelligence, some outcomes from an optimization algorithm tend to a global optimum regarding objective function.
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Hadoop and MapReduce Architecture

MapReduce has recently gained in popularity as one of the key concepts related to
BD. It was introduced by Dean and Ghemawat as a distributed and scalable solution
for parallel processing and large data sets on clusters [16]. Many different commercial
and non-commercial products offer a variety of different implementations of MapReduce making the everyday use relatively easy. The most popular open-source implementation is Apache Hadoop, embraced by companies such as Adobe or Amazon [1].
MapReduce can be perceived as a universal model which can be used in a variety
of scenarios. This is due to the fact that the model requires two custom functions to be
provided by a user. These functions, known as map and reduce, are responsible for
domain-specific computation not covered by the model. The map function takes the
pair (key, value) as an input, then it performs computation and returns a set of other
intermediate pairs (key, value). The key is not unique and it is even usually expected
to be many pairs with the same key. The reduce function is executed after the map
function in the logical. Usually, the role of the reduce function is to merge the input
values to a smaller set. It is therefore possible to define the map and reduce functions,
as follows [26]:
map (k1,v1) → list(k2,v2)
reduce (k2,list(v2)) → list(v2)
An execution flow in MapReduce model consists of four major phases (Fig.1).
The first phase is dedicated to splitting the input required to be processed. Let the text
with random words be considered. Each of the splits can then be processed by the
map function in parallel. The particular word is the key and the ‘1’ is the value. Some
intermediate pairs (key, value) must be then sorted and grouped by a key. This is because the particular key and its values are passed to the reduce function in the next
phase. The reduce function can be also run in parallel and after computation results
are being sent to output. In this case the reduce function’s responsibility is to sum the
each key’s values (Fig. 1) [29].

Fig. 1. MapReduce execution flow illustrated with the case of counting
the number of occurrences of each word
Apache Hadoop is a widely known open-source project that offers the set of libraries with the MapReduce implementation and own implementation of the distributed file system – Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). These two modules can
be perceived as one core. However, Hadoop with other related projects offer much
more additional functionality nowadays. Some the Hadoop ecosystem solutions are
worth mentioning such as Apache Pig, which offers custom scripting language and
Apache HBase – a non-relational distributed database which can serve as a data input
for MapReduce.
MapReduce is applied to solve several problems like large-scale machine learning
or clustering problems for the Google News. Moreover, an extraction of data is used
to produce reports of popular queries and extraction of geographical locations from a
large corpus of web pages for localized search. In 2004, Google changed an indexing
system that produces data used for web search service to system that used MapReduce. The new indexing system takes input documents that have been retrieved from a
crawling system store as a set of files, and then they are processed by from five to ten
MapReduce operations. That system gives them many benefits like simpler, smaller,
easier to understand code, simplicity to change entire indexing process. Moreover, it
is easier to operate because of automatic resolving problems like machine failures,
slow machines and networking hiccups [1].
In 2008, New Your Times released service web-based archive of scanned issues
from 1851 till 1980. To create that archive company had to convert 405,000 large
TIFF images, 3.3 million SGML files, and 405,000 XML files. Output consisted on
810,000 PNG images and 405,000 JavaScript files. To speed up this process they
applied Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud and Hadoop. Regarding to hundreds of machines, the process took less than 36 hours [16].
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Intelligent Agents and Genetic Programming in Data Mining

We consider agents that are based on harmony search, generally. There are several
traits of multiagent systems that make them suitable for BD acquisition and pro-

cessing. One of them is mobility of agents, which translates into an ability to move
between different data facilities and processing nodes constituting the system that
deals with BD. Software agent is not bound to any particular machine or execution
container [24]. By migrating to different machines, agents can get closer to the source
of an online data stream or closer to the data storage they are about to process. Instead
of having to provide the data to the system, data administrators can rely on agents that
acquire it on their own. It reduces bandwidth requirements and communication delays
[22]. Another important factor is the ability of agents to react upon sudden changes of
the environment in which they reside. It provides means for handling changes in the
availability of data sources. An agent can make decision about moving to another set
of data.
Agents are designed with heterogeneous environments in mind [25]. It translates
to capability of integrating with different data sources. Agents can integrate with multiple different data stores and handle online streams of information. Acquired data can
be later delivered to the processing algorithm in a unified form without the need to
use internal storage mechanisms of any particular software framework, e.g. distributed file system of the aforementioned Hadoop platform. One trait of agents that aids
the integration with online data streams is their reactive nature. Each new information
fragment delivered in the stream becomes an event that agent should react upon.
However, agents can not only react upon external events but also take actions on
their own, which is an effect of their pro-activeness. Knowledge extraction from BD
is one of the fields, where this trait is particularly important. As there are often no
clues in advance about possible interrelationships in BD, the final result is heavily
influenced by the decisions made during the actual analysis. Pro-active architectures
provide foundation for agents that need to work under uncertainty and act without
complete knowledge about their environment.
As was previously mentioned, agents can easily handle acquisition of data from
both offline datasets and online streams. Agents can be also deployed inside the
lambda architecture to aid actual analysis of data coming from those two distinctive
types of sources. The lambda architecture itself is built of three layers: the batch layer,
the serving layer and the speed layer. The batch layer is responsible for offline data
processing and uses solutions like the MapReduce architecture. Batch view produces
by this layer are exposed to external clients by the serving layer. The speed layer is
responsible for real-time processing of data streams. It analyses data that was not yet
processed by the batch layer. Speed layer produces real-time views that can be
merged with batch views to create complete representation of the extracted
knowledge.
The main motivation for employing agents is the fact that implementation of
a system based on lambda architecture requires integration of several heterogeneous
components: one for batch processing, another one for serving views, a different solution for real-time stream analysis, and a component that merges real-time views with
batch views. The use of multiagent environment provides a common ground for information exchange between different component and a common execution model.
Agents can improve efficiency of data mining compared to centralized approaches. Multiagent systems have been applied in different domains showing promising

results for further research, e.g. banking and finance domain or resource allocation in
distributed environments [4, 22].
Some special sort of intelligent agents are based on genetic algorithms that have
several advantages in data mining. One of them is its feature of automated searching
for optimized solutions without a need for prior knowledge of data. Evolutionary
computing also constantly evaluates created models as a whole, which is not a case
with most traditional machine learning algorithms. It should be mentioned that this
approach is easily adapted to suit researcher needs by changing it evaluation method
or tree representation [32]. Genetic programming is being used in wide range of data
mining techniques like classification [23].
Although traditional solutions like C4.5 are usually faster than genetic programming, its execution time can be improved by removing parts of decision tree that do
not contribute to overall result of evaluation. These parts are named introns [30].
Genetic programming performance can be improved by using some optimization
techniques. One of them is search space refinement by dividing existing search space
into smaller groups. Researchers may also extend tree representation by using fuzzy
logic to improve created models [18]. When compared genetic programming solutions
are often better than traditional data mining tools including simple genetic algorithm.
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Harmony Search for Data Series

Big data requires some database capacities from terabytes to even zetabytes. Capacity of big data depends on the sort of application, e.g. capacity of five terabytes is
a great enough for a banking transaction system, but too small to test a web search
engine. BG are uncooperative with using some relational database management systems RDBMS, too [8].
Parallelism for big data can be supported by using open grids instead of clouds. In
the grids like BOINC, Comcute@home, or SETI@Home data sets are transformed
into several millions of subsets that are executed parallel by thousands of computers.
In grid, we can use a massively parallel system with lots of CPUs, GPUs, RAM and
disks to obtain a high performance by data-based parallelism. So, maximal performance can be estimated at PFLOPS [9].
That is why, we suggest using grid as virtual supercomputer to data mining of big
data. In an experimental grid called Comcute, a dilemma with capacity of BD appears
if we study some simulations of fire spread to find some strategies. So, we design
some intelligent agents for support parallelism in BD queries [15].
Two kinds of intelligent agents act in a middleware layer. Managing agents send
data series from distributed sources to distribution agents that cooperate with web
computers to calculate outcomes and return them to managing agents, and then to
users. Both types of agents can autonomously move from one host to another to improve quality of grid resource using [2].
Moreover, two groups of the other agents based on harmony search as well as genetic programming, optimize a resource usage. A set of agents designed for local
optimization consists of some harmony search schedulers. They cooperate with dis-

tributors and managers to give them information about optimal workload in some
parts of grid. Finally, genetic programming has been applied for finding the compromise configurations of the whole grid. These agents cooperate with harmony search
schedulers to correct some local timetables.
Crucial difficulties in parallelism of Comcute are data capture, regarding different
sources: sensors, smartphones, cameras, tablets, microphones, computer simulations,
satellites, and social networks via some wireless sensor networks. Moreover, data
storage, their visualization, analysis and search are still some open problems.
BD is not convenient to the most RDBMS. Advantage of grid development for data basis is related to a fact that an intensive progress in data communication capacity
is observed. For instance, the dilemma of finding the optimal strategy against a fire
spread can be identified as the 4Vs model descripted by: high volume, extraordinary
velocity, great data variety, and veracity.
In data mining for BD, harmony search can be used to find predictions for data series. Most of methods in data mining for time series consider some discrete time series. On the other hand, some analog time series are discretized with floating-point
values. Moreover, time series discretization for knowledge discovery method like
artificial neural network can be optimized [27].
Time series values can be represented by a multi connected graph. Under this representation, similar time series can be grouped into a graphical model. However, this
approach works with one time series at a time, only. In result, it is inconvenient for
parallel processing.
A symbolic representation of time series called SAX allows on dimensionality reduction, and it also allows distance measures to be defined on the symbolic approach
where the lower bound corresponding distance measures is defined on the original
series. Moreover, Genetic Entropy Based Linear Approximation GENEBLA can be
used for time series discretization. For this approach, the EBLA3 algorithm is based
on the simulated annealing and it permits on finding an alphabet size and word size to
maximize accuracy in classification [20].
Some data mining algorithms for discrete time series require a word size to separate the length of time series, and also an alphabet size to reduce the series. Therefore,
a harmony search algorithm can be used to find an optimal word size and alphabet
size. Then, they can be used by SAX process to discrete time series for big data sets.
So, the question is how to maximize both word size and alphabet size for given data
sets. It permits to compress data sets and improve classification accuracy. In this approach, we protect some essential data and hidden patterns.
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Parallelism in Big Data

Big data applications can develop Hadoop or NoSQL cluster like MongoDB with
different nodes to deal with online transaction processing OLTP. Additionally, low
response time for decision-support queries is related to online analytical processing
OLAP to answering multi-dimensional analytical queries. A required reliability can
be obtained through data replication [21].

Figure 2a shows a case for concurrent and different queries that operate on the
same data.

Fig. 2. Two cases of data-based parallelism
The second case (Fig. 2b) is related to complex query that is divided on some parallel operations acting on diverse data. Architecture with shared-disk cluster is much
more prepared for big data processing than NUMA Non-Uniform Memory Access
architecture [31]. A crucial feature of BD is related to intensive reading from hard
disks and then processing, instead of processing and then intensive writing. If we
consider no sharing of memory or disks across nodes (Fig. 3), this system requires
data partitioning of database like in server DB2.
Big data is spread over some partitions that run on some separate servers with own
table spaces, logs, and configurations. A query is performed in parallel on all partitions. Such architecture can support Google search engine.

Fig. 3. Shared-nothing cluster architecture for big data [1]
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HS for BD Preprocessing and Task Optimization

To avoid the predefinition of alphabet size and word size the entropy measure can be
used. Entropy minimization heuristic EMH divides continuous value and minimum
description length criteria to control the number of interval produced on continuous
space. The stopping criterion for this technique is minimum description length principle MDLP.

We have M time series of data. If the length of time series is equal to N, then
a word size αm is a decision variable that cannot exceed N. We can vary a word size
from 1 to N. So, we can introduce the inequality constraint, as below:
(1)
 m  N , m  1, M .
The maximum entropy is based on information gain and the objective function can
be defined, as follows:
M

f ( x) 

g
m 1

m

( x)
,

(2)

M

where
M – the time series length;
gm(x) – the gain between time series value TSV and the mth class value CVm;
x = (α1,β1,…,αm,βm,…, αM,βM);
αm – a word size for the mth series;
βm – an alphabet size for the mth series.
The characteristics of time series value TSV is given:
Ent (TSV )  p( S | v) m log2 p( S | v) m .

(3)

The time series value TSV can be characterized by tsv - the number of time series
with value in S. The characteristics of time series class TSC is given, as follows:
J

Ent(TSC)   p j log 2 p j ,

(4)

j 1

where
J - the number of classes;
pj - the probability of class j in TSC.
It is important to remark that the entry time series is considered as one attribute
and that the discretization scheme is considered for the whole dataset. It allows harmony search to find a good global solution that maximizes the entropy on data.
For the mth time series HS algorithm is applied to obtain the word size αm. This the
mth time series is formulated regarding new word size αm. Next, against harmony
search is used to obtain the alphabet size βm. Afterwards, the SAX procedure is developed to convert the values of time series to symbolic representation using new alphabets size βm. Finally, any classification algorithm is applied to evaluate the performance of new data representation.
Figure 4 shows architecture of the grid Comcute with two agents AHS1 and AHS2
that are based on harmony search. One AHS can find suboptimal configuration for at
most 15 nodes, 50 tasks and 15 alternatives of resource sets ARS. It represents a volunteer computer.
Figure 5 shows an example of finding the compromise configuration by AHS1. The
first criterion is the CPU workload of the bottleneck computer (𝑍̂𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), and the second
one is the communication workload of the bottleneck server (𝑍̃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) [2]. This problem is the constrained bi-criteria optimization dilemma with integer decision variables

[2]. There are presented Pareto-optimal evaluations obtained by harmony search during 106 iterations (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Harmony search agents HAS in the grid for big data processing

Fig. 5. Finding a compromise configuration by AHS1 in the Comcute grid
The harmony search algorithm has been used with some tuned parameters:
HMCR=0.9, PAR=0.5, BW1=3, BW2=4, HMS=30 and HMS2=20. The run time for
1 000 000 updating of the harmony memory HM was 5 hours on PC Windows 7/Intel
Core i7-2670 QM 2,2 GHz. An algorithm during one run found an ideal point
ωinf=(411; 25 221) [s], the nadir point N*=(587; 43 863) [s] and the anti-ideal point
ωsup=(850; 49 577) [s]. Then, the criterion space is normalized that permits on finding the compromise solution. The distance

 2 ( Sal )  inf  2 ( )
Ω

is equal to

0,127. In the normalized criterion space Ω , there is  =(0,124; 0,030), and the
compromise evaluation ωSal is (448; 25 952) [s] in the criterion space Ω. A new soluSal

tion xSal has the following characteristics: 𝑍𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑎 =318 001 [s], 𝛥𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 13 200 [s] for
1  0,5 2  0,5 , ϴ=453 450 in units of the CPU Mark, Ξ =325 875 [$], υ=856 and
E=19 240 [W].
Moreover, there are satisfied constraints on RAM and HDD. An encoded configuration is as follows:
α
X =[10,7,12,4,1,11,12,10,5,8,3,14,7,13,11,9,8,5,6,6,1,3,14,10,11,6,13,2,4,5,9,13,9, 7,9,
β
4,6,2,2,5,3,1,4,12,2,]T, X =[3,8,3,9,8,9,8,3,9,3,3,3,3,3,0]T. If Xα[1]=10, the module
with the index 1 is assigned to the node number 10. So, some clusters of software
α
β
modules in nodes can be obtained from X . If X [1]=3, the computer number 3 is assigned to the node number 1. In a compromise solution, there are considered three
from twelve possible computers that are assigned to fourteen nodes. The new grid
consists on 8 servers BizServer E5-2660v2, 3 servers HP ProLiant E5-2695, and 3
servers HP ProLiant E5-2697.
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Concluding Remarks and Future Work

Intelligent agents based on harmony search in the middleware of grid can significantly support efficiency of the proposed approach. Multi-objective harmony search
can be used for the self-reconfiguration of the grid. Agents based on harmony search
can optimize a problem of grid resource using.
Our future work will focus on testing the harmony search to find the compromise
configurations for different criteria and constraints. Moreover, quantum-inspired algorithm can be analyzed due to supporting big data, too [3].
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